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MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA, May 2, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Today marks the

official launch of Park Road Finance, a

financial brokerage founded by

esteemed mortgage broker and

finance specialist, Robert Sestan. With

an impressive career that spans over

three decades in financial

services, Sestan's new venture is set to

remodel the real estate lending

landscape by his offering of specialist

lending solutions, tailored to meet the

unique needs of each client.

A New Era of Financial Brokerage

"Going out on my own with Park Road

Finance is not just a career move; it's a

commitment to offer clients a superior

service that covers a broader product

range and more intricate financial

solutions," said Robert Sestan. "My

mission is to be the definitive expert in

the field, the go-to advisor for anyone

facing financial challenges or seeking

to navigate the complexities of real

estate investment and lending."

Park Road Finance distinguishes itself

through a client-centric approach that

emphasizes education and experience. Sestan and his team are dedicated to demystifying the

financial market for their clients, providing insights into market trends, interest rate movements,

and the best strategies for property investment and commercial lending.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.parkroadfinance.com.au/


Specializing in complex lending, Park Road Finance offers bespoke strategies that extend well

beyond standard mortgage loans. Whether clients are looking to invest in commercial

properties, require structured loans, or need guidance through the property investment journey,

Sestan's expertise ensures tailored financial solutions that align with their long-term goals.

In addition to delivering exceptional client service, Park Road Finance is committed to building a

robust network of referrals. By fostering relationships with industry professionals and clients

alike, Sestan aims to create a community that benefits from shared knowledge and opportunities

in the real estate and financial sectors.

About Robert Sestan

Robert Sestan is a seasoned mortgage broker and finance specialist with a deep-seated passion

for helping clients reach their financial aspirations. Having honed his skills in both investments

and loans since the 1990, Sestan possesses an unparalleled holistic understanding of finance.

His expertise extends beyond simple mortgage loans, encompassing complex lending scenarios

such as investment lending, borrowing through various entities, commercial property lending,

and structured loans. Park Road Finance emerges from Sestan's vision to provide a holistic

financial experience that educates and empowers clients to achieve their financial goals.
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